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ABSTRACT 

Layered films of Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3 (PZT) and LaxSr1−xMnO3 (LSMO) are well-known 

multiferroic systems that show promise for numerous applications including data storage devices 

and spintronics. In this work, structure-property relationships are explored in novel 

PZT/CoFe2O4(CFO)/LSMO heterostructures with optimized ferroic properties. High quality, 

epitaxial PZT/CFO/LSMO heterostructures with the thickness of the CFO layer varying from 0 

nm to 50 nm were grown on SrTiO3 (100) substrates using an optimized pulsed laser deposition 

technique. An ultrathin (10 – 20 nm) CFO layer was found to simultaneously improve the 

ferromagnetic and ferroelectric characteristics of the system through distinct mechanisms. The 

increase in magnetization and magnetic coercivity in the CFO-containing samples was associated 

with a tetragonal distortion of the CFO lattice under epitaxial strain, while perpendicular 

anisotropy generated by the distortion stabilized an out-of-plane orientation of the easy axis of 

magnetization in the thinnest CFO layers. Trapped charge at the CFO/PZT interface in 

PZT/CFO/LSMO induced an internal built-in field in the heterostructures, resulting in the 

accumulation of higher switched charges during voltage cycling and enhanced polarization in the 

samples over PZT/LSMO. An increase in electric coercivity was also observed in the CFO-

containing heterostructures, and is discussed in terms of a dielectric/FE layered capacitor model. 



Above a critical thickness, ~ 50 nm, the presence of a CFO layer has a negative effect on both 

magnetization and polarization in PZT/CFO/LSMO as compared to PZT/LSMO.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Multiferroic heterostructures with coexisting and intimately coupled ferroelectric (FE) 

and ferromagnetic (FM) orders have attracted considerable attention in the past decade both for 

their technological applications in multifunctional devices and the fundamental interest in the 

magnetoelectric (ME) effect observed in these systems [1-10]. The mutual control of 

ferroelectricity and magnetism which is the long-sought goal in multiferroics is complicated by 

the different origins of hysteretic behaviors in FE and FM materials, often rendering the effects 

chemically incompatible [3]. While traditional FE materials are insulators with unfilled d-

orbitals, the existence of transition metal d-electrons is in general necessary for magnetic 

ordering in FM materials. This contradiction explains the scarcity of single-phase multiferroic 

materials [5]. In this respect, ME composite thin films [6] comprised of layered FE and FM 

materials [7,8] are of special interest due to their potential applications in ME random access 

memories [9] and ME microsensors [10]. To date, the ME effect has be extensively reported on 

in multiferroic layered structures in which the state-of-the-art FE perovskite Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3 

(PZT) is paired with the hard magnetic spinel-ferrite CoFe2O4 [11,12]. Typically, the observed 

ME coupling in piezoelectric/magnetostrictive PZT/CFO bilayered films has been attributed to 

their interfacial strains [13]: the presence of the CFO layer imposes an in-plane tensile stress on 

the PZT layer across the interface, increasing the interactive stress between the CFO and PZT 

layers and hence the ME coupling [6].  

An alternative layered multiferroic system consists of PZT with the FM half-metallic 

manganite LaxSr1−xMnO3 (LSMO) [14,15]. The demonstration of a charge-mediated ME effect 

in PZT/LSMO heterostructures has revived interest in these systems for novel spintronic 

applications [16,17]. In addition to applications in non-volatile data storage [18], PZT/LSMO 



heterostructures have recently been used to fabricate field-effect transistors [19] and FE tunnel 

junctions [20]. Further, the use of the conducting LSMO layer as a bottom electrode during the 

polarization of PZT/LSMO capacitors has been shown to improve their FE and fatigue 

endurance properties as compared to metallic or other oxide electrodes [21]. Despite the 

promising properties of the PZT/LSMO system, the low magnetic coercivity of LSMO has been 

a deterrent for its use in certain applications including memory, where spin flipping by external 

stray fields could potentially destroy the stored information. 

The well-known role of interfacial strain in the ME effect of PZT/CFO leads to an 

expectation that the incorporation of a hard ferrimagnetic CFO layer, thin enough to avoid 

dielectric losses (t < 50 nm) [22-24], in PZT/LSMO heterostructures can enhance not only the 

FM coercivity, but potentially the FE properties as well and consequently the ME device 

performance [25]. In our preliminary effort [26], interfacial strain engineering to systematically 

tune both the polarization and magnetization in PZT/CFO/LSMO heterostructures by varying the 

CFO layer thickness was not successfully demonstrated due to lack of high-quality epitaxial 

PZT/LSMO films with systematic control of crystallinity, stoichiometry, grain size, and surface 

roughness [27]. In this paper, we report for the first time a simultaneous enhancement of the 

polarization and magnetization in PZT/CFO/LSMO as compared to PZT/LSMO heterostructures. 

Using our optimized pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique, we have successfully grown 

epitaxial PZT/LSMO and PZT/CFO/LSMO heterostructures with ultrathin CFO sandwich-layers 

varying from 0 nm to 50 nm, on SrTiO3 (STO) (100) substrates. On one hand, a strain 

compression-relaxation mechanism has been proposed to explain the enhanced FM properties in 

PZT/CFO/LSMO; on the other hand, a charge-induced enhanced FE polarization was observed 

in PZT/CFO/LSMO as compared to PZT/LSMO heterostructures. The work provides both a 



fundamental understanding of the elusive structure-property relationships in these systems and 

the technological insight for the coherent design of future ME memory devices based on these 

materials. 

II. EXPERIMENT 

PZT/CFO/LSMO heterostructures were grown on single-crystal SrTiO3 (STO) (100) 

substrates using a PLD technique. Briefly, high-purity ceramic targets of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3, 

CoFe2O4 and PbZr0.52Ti0.48O3 (with 40 at. % excess PbO) (Kurt J. Lesker Company) were 

sequentially ablated using a KrF excimer laser (λ = 248 nm, frequency = 10 Hz, fluences = 2-3 

J/cm2) inside a deposition chamber equipped with a multi-target carousel that allowed for the in-

situ deposition of multilayers with clean interfaces. A distance of 4 cm was maintained between 

the substrate and the targets during the depositions. In the optimized synthesis process, an initial 

layer of LSMO (thickness ≈ 100 nm) was deposited on an STO substrate at 800 ˚C under a 

background oxygen pressure (pO2) of 10 mTorr, followed by the CFO layer (thickness ≈ 10 nm, 

20 nm, 50 nm) at 450 ˚C with pO2 of 10 mTorr, and the PZT layer (thickness ≈ 200 nm) at 550 

˚C under a pO2 of 500 mTorr. Open access to the LSMO bottom electrode was maintained 

throughout the process using shadow masks. Finally, top LSMO electrodes of 100 μm diameter 

were deposited using a shadow mask at 550 ˚C under a pO2 of 10 mTorr. After deposition, the 

PLD chamber was flooded with pure oxygen (500 mTorr) and the samples were gradually cooled 

down to room temperature (approx. 2 h). For comparison, PZT/LSMO heterostructures were also 

grown on STO substrates under the same conditions. The thicknesses of the LSMO and the PZT 

layers were kept constant at 100 nm and 200 nm, respectively. 

The crystallinity and crystallographic orientations in the heterostructures were 

characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Bruker AXS D8 diffractometer equipped with high-



resolution Lynx Eye position-sensitive detector using Cu Kα radiation). The in-plane epitaxy was 

determined from XRD azimuthal (�) scans (Philips X’pert Diffractometer). The surface 

morphologies were observed using an atomic force microscope (AFM) (Digital Instruments III). 

The interfacial microstructure in the PZT/CFO/LSMO heterostructures was analyzed using high-

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) (FEI Tecnai F 20 S-Twin TEM). The 

sample for cross-sectional TEM analysis was prepared by milling a 5 μm x 10 μm rectangular 

strip that was 100 nm in thickness from the film surface using a focused ion beam (FIB) (JOEL 

4500 FIB/SEM) and Pt-welding it to a Cu TEM grid. Prior to FIB milling a protective Pt-layer 

was deposited on the film surface in order to preserve the underlying structures during cross-

sectional TEM sample preparation.  

Magnetic measurements were performed at room temperature using a commercial 

Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) (Quantum Design, Inc.) in magnetic fields up to 

50 kOe using a vibrating sample magnetometer insert. The magnetization vs. magnetic field 

M(H) loops are reported after the subtraction of the diamagnetic contribution from the STO 

substrates. A home-built insert based on a precise, self-resonant tunnel-diode oscillator was 

integrated into the PPMS to measure transverse susceptibility of the films housed in an inductive 

radio-frequency (RF) coil. The shift in resonant frequency of the circuit was detected while the 

dc field was varied perpendicular to the RF field and parallel to the plane of the films. 

The resistivity of the CFO films deposited under the same conditions on STO (100) 

substrates using PLD for thicknesses of 10 nm, 20 nm, and 50 nm were measured at room 

temperature in the Van der Pauw configuration using a Keithley 224 programmable current 

source and a Keithley 182 sensitive digital voltmeter. Room temperature polarization 

measurements were performed using a commercial FE tester (Precision LC, Radiant 



Technologies, Inc.) equipped with a micro-probe station. During the hysteresis measurements, a 

constant standard bipolar input profile was used 100 ms hysteresis period by varying the applied 

voltages from 1 V to 9 V. Leakage current density vs. voltage JL(V) characteristics in the thin-

film capacitors were measured by applying stress voltages from 0 V to  9 V for a soak time of 

100 ms at each voltage step. Charging current density vs. voltage JC(V) characteristics in the 

thin-film capacitors were measured using a switched-linear voltage profile starting from 0 V to  

9 V with 100 ms soak time at each voltage-step, preceded by a preset pulse of  9 V to ensure 

that the linear stepping switched the polarization of the sample. Each of the preset pulses was 

followed by a 1 s delay time to allow any currents resulting from remanent or non-remanent 

polarization switching in the sample to settle and reach a steady-state value and to eliminate 

partial switching effects. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Structure and morphology 

The quality and epitaxial growth of the PZT/CFO/LSMO heterostructures grown on STO 

(100) and shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) were confirmed using XRD, AFM, and TEM. 

Heterostructures with a CFO sandwich-layer thickness of 0 nm, 10 nm, 20 nm and 50 nm are 

denoted hereafter as P/C(0nm)/L, P/C(10nm)/L, P/C(20nm)/L, and P/C(50nm)/L, respectively. 

Collectively, the series is denoted as P/C(0–50nm)/L. 

The single-crystalline nature of the P/C(0–50nm)/L heterostructures is evidenced from 

their XRD θ-2θ patterns as shown in Fig. 1(b). In all cases, only (00l) (l = 1, 2, and 3) diffraction 

peaks of the tetragonal PZT phase (JCPDS 01-070-4060) along with the (400) peak of the face-

centered cubic (fcc) CFO phase (JCPDS 00-022-1086) and the (l00) (l = 1, 2, and 3) peaks of the 

pseudo-cubic perovskite LSMO phase (JCPDS 01-089-4461) are observed, indicating the 



epitaxial growth of the individual layers [26,28]. No secondary phase formations are present 

within the resolution limits of the instrument. Azimuthal (�) scans were performed about the 

PZT (101), CFO (311) and LSMO (110) crystallographic planes to confirm the in-plane epitaxial 

relationships of the P/C(0–50nm)/L heterostructures. Figure 1(c) shows a representative � 

pattern; the occurrence of peaks at regular intervals of 90º is a consequence of the four-fold cubic 

symmetry of the individual layers in the heterostructures. Rocking curves performed about the 

PZT (001) crystallographic planes for P/C(0nm)/L and P/C(50nm)/L (Fig. 1(d)) yield peaks with 

a narrow FWHM (0.67˚ ≤ ∆ω ≤ 0.76˚), confirming the excellent in-plane orientation of the PZT 

layers. It can be seen that the introduction of a CFO layer does not reduce the degree of in-plane 

orientation of the PZT layers.  

The LSMO bottom-layers in P/C(0–50nm)/L show an extremely smooth morphology 

with root-mean-square roughness (Rrms) as low as 1-2 nm and uniform grain sizes (≈ 60  9 nm). 

A representative AFM image (Fig. 1(e)) is shown on the exposed surface of the LSMO bottom-

layer in P/C(50nm)/L [29]. The excellent quality of the LSMO surface provides an optimal 

platform for the growth of the overlaying CFO and PZT layers. The smooth and particulate-free 

surfaces of the topmost PZT layers are shown in Figs. 1(f) and 1(g) for P/C(0nm)/L and 

P/C(50nm)/L, respectively. While the surface roughness (Rrms ≈ 4-6 nm) and uniform grain size 

≈ 170 ± 10 nm for P/C(0nm)/L matches well with earlier reports [30], only a slight increase in 

the surface roughness (Rrms ≈ 6-8 nm) with enhanced is found for P/C(50nm)/L. The distinct 

grain growth on the PZT surfaces suggest a relaxation of the epitaxial strain in the 200 nm PZT 

layers. 

The single-crystalline nature and the cube-on-cube epitaxial growth morphology of the 

individual layers in P/C(0–50nm)/L are further confirmed via electron microscopy. A 



representative cross-sectional TEM image of P/C(20nm)/L in Fig. 2(a) reveals sharp and flat 

interfaces between PZT-CFO, CFO-LSMO, and LSMO-STO. The thicknesses of the individual 

layers of the heterostructure, as well as those of the LSMO top-electrode layer and the Pt capping 

layer, are uniform.  Figs. 2(b-c) show HRTEM images of the PZT-CFO and the CFO-LSMO 

interfaces in the regions enclosed by green and red boxes in Fig. 2(a), respectively. The high-

resolution images demonstrate atomically sharp and flat phase-boundaries with continuous lattice 

fringes from the intermediate CFO layer to the top PZT layer, (Fig. 2(b)) and from the bottom 

LSMO layer to the intermediate CFO layer (Fig. 2(c)). Similar HRTEM images at different 

locations along these interfaces and along the LSMO-STO interface (see our earlier report [31]) 

showed no evidence of any structural defects such as lattice misfits or twin planes. The d-

spacings determined from HRTEM are consistent with those obtained from XRD. The selected 

area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns acquired near the CFO-LSMO and the PZT-CFO 

interfaces shown in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e), respectively, confirm the single-crystalline nature of the 

layers and their cubic symmetry. The SAED pattern near the PZT-CFO interface shows slightly 

displaced lattice planes (marked by red and yellow arrows in Fig. 2(e)) indicating a lattice 

mismatch between the PZT and the CFO layers, also evident from the XRD analysis. 

B. Strain analysis 

In-plane (aװ) and out-of-plane (a⊥) lattice parameters were calculated for the individual 

layers in the P/C(0–50nm)/L heterostructures using XRD asymmetric (2θ-ω) scans and 

symmetric (θ-2θ) scans performed about multiple crystallographic planes in LSMO, CFO and 

PZT. The lattice parameters of the LSMO layers (a3.897 = װ Å and a⊥ = 3.887 Å) are very close 

to those of the STO substrates (a⊥ = a3.905 = װ Å), consistent with their epitaxial growth 



observed above [27,29,32]. The lattice parameters of the PZT layers (a4.055 = װ Å and a⊥ = 4.11 

Å) are similar to the parameters of the bulk material, confirming the strain relaxation suggested 

by Figs. 1(f) and 1(g). This finding is in good agreement with an earlier report that found a 

critical thickness of 80 nm for complete strain relaxation in epitaxial PZT layers [33].  

The thickness of the CFO sandwich layer strongly effects its lattice parameters and the 

distortion of the unit cell. In Figs. 3(c) and 3(f), asymmetric scans of P/C(10nm)/L show a 

significant shift of the CFO (311) and (511) peaks to higher 2θ values with respect to the bulk 

peak positions. This can be attributed to an in-plane compression of aװ in the CFO layer to match 

the smaller lattice parameter of the underlying LSMO layer during epitaxial growth. The 

compressive strain relaxes as the thickness of the CFO layer increases, and the (311) and (511) 

peaks shift closer to their bulk positions in P/C(20nm)/L (Figs. 3(b,e)) and P/C(50nm)/L (Figs. 

3(a,d)). In order to accommodate reduced aװ, the CFO unit cell in P/C(10–50nm)/L  undergoes a 

volume-conserving out-of-plane expansion (i.e. an increase in a⊥), manifested as a peak shift to 

lower 2θ values in symmetric scans about the CFO (400) plane in Figs. 4(a-c). Increasing the 

thickness of the CFO layer from 10 nm to 50 nm relieves the tetragonal distortion of the CFO 

unit cell, and a⊥ approaches the bulk lattice parameter as illustrated in Fig. 4(d).   

The calculated a⊥ and aװ values and the tetragonal distortion (a⊥/a1- װ) of the CFO unit 

cell in P/C(10–50nm)/L are summarized in Table I. Based on the lattice parameters, out-of-plane 

(ε⊥) and in-plane (εװ) strains in the CFO layer were calculated according to ε = (a-ao)/ao, where a 

is a⊥ or aװ and ao = 8.391 Å is the bulk unstressed lattice parameter of CFO determined from the 

powder XRD pattern. The in-plane stress σװ =Yεװ (where Y = Young’s modulus of CFO, Y100 = 

1.5 x 1012 dyne/cm2) [34] and the magneto-elastic stress anisotropy Ka = (3/2) λ100 σ (where λ100 



= -590 x 10-6 is the magnetostriction coefficient for CFO [35]) are also given in Table I. It is 

clear that P/C(10nm)/L exhibits the highest tetragonal distortion due to in-plane compressive and 

out-of-plane tensile strains which result in its higher magneto-elastic stress anisotropy as 

compared to P/C(20nm)/L and P/C(50nm)/L. The tetragonal distortion of the CFO layer 

influences the magnetic performance of the heterostructures as discussed below. 

C. Strain-mediated magnetization enhancement and anisotropy reorientation 

In Fig. 5, a clear enhancement of magnetization in the heterostructures with an ultrathin 

(10 – 20 nm) CFO layer over the PZT/LSMO heterostructure is demonstrated in the room 

temperature in-plane M(H) loops for P/C(0–50nm)/L (see Table II). While the saturation 

magnetization MS = 395 emu/cm3 and coercivity HC = 0.1 kOe for P/C(0nm)/L are in good 

agreement with previously reported values for epitaxial PZT/LSMO thin films [15,27], an 

increase in both ferromagnetic figures of merit results when a 10 nm (MS = 536 emu/cm3, HC = 

0.3 kOe) or 20 nm (MS = 488 emu/cm3, HC = 1.2 kOe) intermediate CFO layer is introduced in 

the system. It is interesting to note that the greatest increase in the magnetization of the 

heterostructure is associated with the thinnest CFO layer (10 nm). When the thickness of the 

CFO layer is doubled to 20 nm, the magnetization of the heterostructure decreases somewhat 

while the coercivity continues to increase by a factor of ~4.  Between 20 nm and 50 nm, the 

magnetization of PZT/CFO/LSMO drops below that of the PZT/LSMO system. The 

characteristics of P/C(50nm)/L (MS = 380 emu/cm3, HC = 3.0 kOe) are comparable to those of 

epitaxial PZT/CFO thin films with a 100 nm CFO layer grown on STO (100) substrates (MS = 

360 emu/cm3, HC = 3.1 kOe [28]), indicating that above 50 nm the CFO layer dominates the 

magnetic properties of the heterostructures. From a device standpoint the ferromagnetic 

properties of the heterostructures can be considered optimized by a 20 nm CFO layer, for which 



a twelve-fold increase in HC in the PZT/CFO/LSMO system over the PZT/LSMO system is 

combined with an enhancement in MS exceeding twenty percent. 

The tuning of the magnetic properties of the P/C(0–50nm)/L series with CFO layer 

thickness can be attributed to the combined influences of changing magnetic volume (accounted 

for in the normalization of magnetization), interfacial magnetic coupling, and stress. The effect 

of stress (σ) on the magnetization of a magnetostrictive material such as CFO can be understood 

from the following thermodynamic relation [36]: 

σπ
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∂
∂=

∂
∂ M
H
l

l
o

4
1 ,                                                              (1) 

where M is the magnetization, µo is the permeability of free space, σ is the stress, ∂l/l is the 

magnetostriction of the material and H is the external applied magnetic field. From Eq. (1), the 

magnetization in CFO, a negative magnetostrictive material (i.e. Δl/l < 0), will be increased by 

compressive stress (i.e. ∂σ < 0), as reported earlier in epitaxial CFO thin films [37]. The trend of 

decreasing in-plane magnetization with increasing CFO layer thickness for the P/C(10–50nm)/L  

series mirrors that of the in-plane compressive stress, which  relaxed as the CFO thickness 

increased (Table I), establishing a clear correlation between the stress and magnetization in these 

heterostructures. The strong development of coercivity with CFO layer thickness is expected 

based on the increase in total hard magnetic volume in the heterostructures.  

To characterize magnetic anisotropy in the PZT/CFO/LSMO heterostructures, a 

comparison of room temperature M(H) loops for in- and out-of-plane orientations of the applied 

magnetic field is made in Fig. 6. P/C(0nm)/L exhibits an easy-plane behavior, with a slow 

approach to saturation for a field applied out-of-plane, marking the c-axis as a hard 

magnetization direction. With the introduction of an ultrathin CFO sandwich-layer, an easy 

direction is no longer well-defined for the heterostructure (Figs. 6(b-c)). A saturated value of 



magnetization is reached at similar applied fields in the in-plane and out-of plane directions, 

although the out-of-plane MS is smaller than the in-plane MS. This observation can be related to 

the strong tetragonal distortions of the ultrathin CFO layers, which generate a perpendicular 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy. An out-of-plane easy axis of magnetization is stabilized by 

perpendicular anisotropy sufficient to overcome the shape anisotropy, which favors an easy 

plane. A thickness dependent reorientation of magnetic anisotropy has been observed previously 

in epitaxial CFO thin films [38,39]. Our observations are consistent with such a scenario, 

illustrated schematically in the insets of Fig. 6. In the highly-distorted P/C(10nm)/L, an out-of-

plane easy axis in the CFO layer would produce the ready saturation of out-of-plane 

magnetization seen in Fig. 6(b). On the other hand, the lattice relaxation towards the cubic 

structure of bulk CFO in P/C(50nm)/L allows the shape anisotropy to dictate that the easy 

direction of the CFO layer lies in the ab-plane, once again establishing a well-defined anisotropy 

direction for the heterostructure as observed in Fig. 6(d).  The validity of this scenario relies on 

the unchanging in-plane magnetic anisotropy of the underlying LSMO layers. 

To confirm the reorientation of the easy axis in the ultrathin CFO layers, we have 

employed a radio-frequency transverse susceptibility χT technique, which has recently been 

utilized to directly measure the effective anisotropy and switching fields in a variety of systems 

including thin films, nanoparticles, and single crystals [40-42]. The sample is housed in an 

inductive RF coil, which generates a small amplitude (< 5 Oe) ac field Hac to perturb the 

magnetization of the sample. The change resonant frequency of the circuit under the influence of 

a changing external dc magnetic field H can be directly related to the sample susceptibility 

through the inductance. The relative change in transverse susceptibility is expressed by  

∆ % 100,                                                (2) 



where Hmax is the maximum applied dc magnetic field. A χT (H) curve for a conventional 

ferromagnetic material in which H (where is H is perpendicular to the easy-axis) is swept from 

positive to negative saturation shows singularities at the anisotropy fields (H = ± Hk) and the 

switching field (H  = Hs) [43]. We note that in practice the switching peak or anisotropy peaks 

may be absent from the χT profile, depending on the magnetic nature of the sample [37,44-47].   

The χT (H) curves of P/C(10nm)/L and P/C(50nm)/L were measured with H applied in the 

plane of the film. This configuration (Hac || c) allows the effective anisotropy and switching 

behavior to be probed in the out-of-plane (transverse) direction. Figure 7(a) shows representative 

χT data recorded as the dc field was swept from positive (+20 kOe) to negative (–20 kOe) 

saturation. A sharp peak in the susceptibility near zero magnetic field in P/C(10nm)/L, due to 

presence of magnetically soft LSMO, is accompanied by shoulders at ~ ± 5 kOe. The symmetric 

nature of the features and their location indicate that they are related to the anisotropy fields (± 

Hk) of the CFO layer. The appearance of these anisotropy peaks is a direct confirmation of the 

out-of-plane orientation of the easy axis in the 10 nm CFO layer. High resolution bipolar χT data 

for P/C(10nm)/L are shown in Fig. 7(b), revealing a single peak at H ~ 0 in each field-direction 

sweep. The absence of a second set of out-of-plane anisotropy peaks associated with LSMO 

confirms the perpendicular orientations of the LSMO and CFO layer anisotropies for 

P/C(10nm)/L proposed above. In Fig. 7(a), shoulders are not observed in the χT (H) curve of 

P/C(50nm)/L, consistent with the expectation that the easy axis of the 50 nm CFO layer lies in-

plane and is therefore not perturbed by the RF field in the current measurement geometry.  

D. Internal-field-mediated enhancement of ferroelectric properties 



To determine the effect of the CFO layer and its thickness on the ferroelectric properties 

of P/C(0–50nm)/L, FE capacitors were fabricated from the heterostructures by depositing several 

LSMO top electrodes (100 μm pads), and using an exposed portion of the conducting LSMO 

layer as the bottom electrode. Figure 8 shows polarization hysteresis loops with maximum 

applied voltage varying from 1 V to 9 V for the P/C(0–50nm)/L capacitors. Well-saturated, 

square hysteresis was observed for all devices above a nominal applied voltage which increased 

with CFO layer thickness from 3 V for P/C(0nm)/L to 6 V for P/C(50nm)/L, clearly indicating 

the increasing switching fields required to pole the devices. The well-behaved FE polarization is 

attributed to the single-crystalline nature of the heterostructures and the defect-free nature of 

their interfaces. Both saturation polarization PS and remanent polarization Pr increase in the 

P/C(0nm)/L device with increasing applied voltages while the coercive field EC remains 

approximately constant. Increasing variation in Pr and EC is observed in P/C(10–50nm)/L  due to 

pronounced space-charge effects in these heterostructures [48].  

The P(V) curves measured between ± 9 V are plotted in Fig. 9(a). The ferroelectric 

characteristics of P/C(0nm)/L (Pr = 52 μC/cm2 and EC = 30 kV/cm) are consistent with earlier 

reports for epitaxial PZT films of the same composition [49,50]. Compared to the PZT/LSMO 

system, enhanced polarization is found in the heterostructures with an ultrathin (10–20 nm) CFO 

sandwich-layer. Analogous to the trend in the magnetization, the highest remanent polarization 

(Pr = 78 μC/cm2) is generated by the addition of a 10 nm CFO layer. Pr decreases somewhat for 

a 20 nm CFO layer (Pr = 68 μC/cm2), and drops below the rest of the series in the 50 nm layer 

(Table II). The P(V) curves for P/C(10–50nm)/L  show the presence of a built-in field (Vc(+) > – 

Vc(-)), in contrast to the symmetric curve for P/C(0nm)/L (Vc(+)
 ≈ – Vc(-)). This field is associated 

with the insulating character of the intermediate CFO layer separating the bottom LSMO 



electrode and the PZT layer. The resistivity of CFO in P/C(10nm)/L was high (ρ = 2.03 x 109 Ω-

cm), and decreased as the CFO layer thickness increased from 10 nm to 20 nm (ρ = 4.53 x 108 Ω-

cm) and 50 nm (ρ = 8.76 x 107 Ω-cm), consistent with earlier reports [51]. 

The ferroelectric characteristics of the PZT/CFO/LSMO series can be modeled by 

considering a layered capacitor structure (Fig. 9(b), inset) with a FE layer (PZT) of thickness L 

(200 nm) and a non-switching insulating layer (CFO) of thickness d (with d < L). The electric 

field E required for polarization switching is given by [52]: 

E = Ef + (d/L)Ed                                                                                                   (3) 

where Ef and Ed are the electric fields seen by the FE and dielectric layers, respectively. From 

Eq. (3), the direct dependence of E on d accounts for the increase in polarization switching field 

with CFO thickness observed in Fig. 8. Assuming that Ed is sufficient to provoke charge 

injection from the adjacent LSMO electrode during voltage cycling (i.e. Ed > Eth, where Eth is the 

threshold field of charge injection), [53] the coercive field of the layered capacitor device is 

greater than the coercive field due to the FE layer, EC0. EC is related to EC0 by [54]: 

EC = EC0 + (d/L)Eth .                                                              (4) 

Equation (4) accounts for the increasing trend in experimental EC values (Table II), calculated as 

EC = (Vc(+) + Vc(-))/(d + L), for the P/C(0–50nm)/L heterostructures with increasing CFO layer 

thickness, and validates the appearance of charge injection at the CFO/LSMO interface. Injected 

charge trapped at the boundary between the dielectric CFO and the FE PZT layers generates the 

built-in fields observed in Fig. 9(a). The trapped-charge-induced built-in field at a dielectric/FE 

interface can affect the FE switching behavior in these heterostructures [55]. 



Leakage current in PZT FE thin film capacitors is influenced by injected charge 

entrapment [56], as evidenced from the leakage current density versus voltage JL(V) 

characteristics for the P/C(0–50nm)/L capacitors shown in Fig. 9(b). While the leakage currents 

for P/C(0nm)/L are in good agreement with those of standard PZT thin films [57], higher leakage 

currents with increasing thickness CFO layer thickness can be attributed to the reduced 

resistivity of the CFO layer as its thickness increases from 10 nm to 50 nm [22]. The asymmetric 

nature of the branches in the leakage curves for P/C(10–50nm)/L  reflects the dissimilar intrinsic 

properties (e.g. interface state densities and potential barrier heights) of the two electrode-film 

interfaces in the capacitors, which affect the interface-controlled injection of carriers [58]. 

The FE switching behavior in the P/C(0–50nm)/L capacitors is observed in Fig. 9(c) in 

the charging current density versus voltage JC(V) characteristics measured using low frequency 

switched-linear ac voltage cycling. Neglecting any transient current contribution due to the aging 

effect JA, which normally appears under high fields and/or at high temperatures, the charging 

current density JC is given by [59]: 

JC = JS + JL (JA << JL < JS)                                                     (5) 

where JS is the transient current associated with the polarization switching. The peaks in the 

JC(V) curves are associated with the switching currents and occur at the nominal switching 

voltages, ±Vc. Since the reversed-voltage pulse (± 9 V) applied prior to each JC measurement in 

order to switch the polarization state in the capacitors was much higher than their EC, the current 

peaks in the JC(V)  curves in Fig. 9(c) represent fully-switched states. The asymmetry with 

respect to peak positions/heights in the characteristic curves of P/C(10–50nm)/L  can be 

attributed to the built-in fields associated with a CFO layer. The inset to Fig. 9(c) shows the 



overlapped JC(V) and JL(V) curves in the positive voltage cycle for P/C(0nm)/L and 

P/C(10nm)/L. The true switching currents can be extracted by subtracting the background JL 

contributions from the JC curves. 

In terms of ferroelectric device performance, the important consequence of an added 

ultrathin CFO layer in PZT/LSMO heterostructures is the built-in electric field developed due to 

charge injection and entrapment across the PZT/CFO interface. The built-in field assists the FE 

switching, resulting in higher switched charge and, consequently, the enhanced polarization 

observed in the P/C(10nm)/L and P/C(20nm)/L heterostructures. The internal field and switched 

charge for the P/C(0–50nm)/L capacitors can be quantified by examining the switching current 

density versus voltage JS(V) characteristics in Fig. 9(d). A broadening of the JS(V) curves with 

decreasing peak heights (JS max values) occurs with increasing CFO layer thickness. According 

to the Preisach model for FE thin film capacitors [60], such a broadening of switching current 

peaks during voltage cycling is primarily associated with a spatially non-uniform internal bias 

field present in a capacitor as a result of charge entrapment. The other factors which can 

influence the switching currents – random fields due to structural defects in the films and non-

uniform fields due to thickness variations or spatially-random orientation of polar axes in 

polycrystalline samples – can be considered insignificant in the epitaxial P/C(0–50nm)/L 

heterostructures [61]. The JS(V) curves were fitted with a Gaussian distribution [62] to estimate 

the internal built-in field (width of distribution), nominal switching voltage (center of 

distribution), and maximum switching current JSmax (height of the distribution) in the P/C(0–

50nm)/L heterostructures. The built-in and coercive fields are found to increase consistently 

while JSmax decreases as the CFO thickness increases (Table III). The switched charge is 

estimated by integrating the JS(V) curves according to 



dttVJQ
t

SS ))((
0∫=  ,                                                          (6) 

where t is time, since the voltage profile V(t) linearly varies with time as shown in the inset of 

Fig. 6(d). The Gaussian fitted parameters and calculated switched charges for P/C(0–50nm)/L 

are listed in Table III. The switched charges for P/C(10nm)/L and P/C(20nm)/L are larger than in 

P/C(0nm)/L, while the switched charge in P/C(50nm)/L is less than in P/C(0nm)/L. This 

observation explains the trend in polarization for the series, since the FE hysteresis loop 

represents the integral of the charge released during the polarization switching [63].  

To date, there have been several observations of strong ME effect in PZT/LSMO layered 

thin films. The highest values of ME voltage coefficient αE in epitaxial PZT/LSMO bilayers (60-

70 mV/cmOe) are much larger than those of any single-phase ME material on record [14, 16, 64, 

65]. In contrast to multiferroic composite systems that depend on strain to couple the FM and FE 

orders, the ME coupling in PZT/LSMO layered thin films is charge-mediated and electronic in 

origin [14, 16]. The sensitivity of the strongly correlated electronic and spin states of the 

manganite phase to charges in the carrier doping of the LSMO layer provides enhanced coupling 

between the FM and FE order parameters. The large transverse ME coefficient in PZT/LSMO (-

13.5 Oe cm kV-1 at 180 K) arises from changes in the magnetization of the LSMO layer as the 

PZT polarization is switched, driving the system into the accumulation or depletion state [66]. 

Given the established charge-mediated ME coupling in PZT/LSMO, the insertion of the ultrathin 

CFO layer might be expected to enhance the ME effect in PZT/CFO/LSMO heterostructures. 

However, this hypothesis needs to be verified by direct measurements of the ME coupling. As 

demonstrated above, the CFO sandwich layer in PZT/LSMO leads to higher interfacial trapped 

charges during the switching of the polarization in the PZT layer, which in turn affects the FM 



order parameter in the system. How the interplay between charge, spin and polarization in novel 

PZT/CFO/LSMO heterostructures can combine to optimize ME response will also be an 

interesting subject of future investigation. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, PZT(200nm)/CFO/LSMO(100nm) heterostructures with the thickness of 

the CFO sandwich-layer varying from 0 nm to 50 nm were grown on STO (100) substrates using 

an optimized pulsed laser deposition technique. Detailed X-ray diffraction and microscopy 

studies demonstrated the excellent quality of the heterostructures as well as the single-crystalline 

nature and epitaxial relationship of the individual layers with the substrates. The heterostructures 

with ultrathin (10–20 nm) CFO layers showed a simultaneous enhancement of ferromagnetic and 

ferroelectric properties as compared to PZT/LSMO. The higher magnetic saturation and 

coercivity in the CFO-containing samples was associated with the tetragonal distortion of the 

CFO lattice under epitaxial strain. A reorientation of the magnetic anisotropy in 

PZT/CFO/LSMO from out-of-plane (stabilized by tetragonal distortion of the unit cell) to in-

plane (stabilized by shape anisotropy) as the thickness of the CFO sandwich-layer increased was 

confirmed by a transverse susceptibility probe of the anisotropy fields in the system.  

The enhanced ferroelectric coercive field was explained considering a model 

dielectric/FE (CFO/PZT) sandwich capacitor structure. Leakage and charging current 

characteristics showed the occurrence of charge-injection from the LSMO electrodes into the 

dielectric CFO layer during voltage cycling. Trapped charge at the CFO/PZT interface generated 

an internal built-in field in the heterostructures, resulting in the accumulation of higher switched 

charges during voltage cycling and enhanced polarization in the CFO-containing heterostructures 

over PZT/LSMO. The introduction of ultrathin CFO sandwich-layers to improve both the 



ferromagnetic and ferroelectric properties of PZT/CFO/LSMO multiferroic heterostructures as 

reported in this work, along with a fundamental understanding of the structure-property 

relationships in the system, provides a template for the design and optimization of future 

magnetoelectric memory devices based on these and similar materials. 
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TABLE I. Structural and strain parameters in P/C(10–50nm)/L heterostructures determined from 
XRD as detailed in the text: out-of-plane (⊥) and in-plane (װ) lattice parameters (a), tetragonal 
distortion, strain (ε), stress (σװ) and magneto-elastic stress anisotropy (Ka). 

Lattice parameters Distortion Strain Stress Anisotropy
Sample  a⊥ aװ ( a⊥ - aװ)/aװ ε⊥ εװ σװ= Yεװ  Ka

(Å) (Å) (%) (x 1010 dyne/cm3) (x 107 erg/cm3)

P/C(10nm)/L 8.612 8.280 4.01 0.026 -0.013 -1.95 -1.73
P/C(20nm)/L 8.541 8.315 2.72 0.018 -0.009 -1.35 -1.19
P/C(50nm)/L 8.438 8.368 0.83 0.006 -0.003 -0.45 -0.39

 

TABLE II. Ferromagnetic and ferroelectric characteristics of P/C(0–50nm)/L heterostructures: 
saturation magnetization (MS), squareness (Mr/MS)) (where Mr is remanent magnetization), 
magnetic coercivity (HC), saturation polarization (PS), remanent polarization (Pr), switching 
voltages (±Vc), and electric coercivity (EC). 

Ferromagnetic properties Ferroelectric properties
Sample Msat Mr/Msat Hc Psat Pr Vc (+) Vc (-) Ec

(emu/cm3) (%) (kOe) (μC/cm2) (μC/cm2) (V) (V) (kV/cm)

P/C(0nm)/L 432 ± 3 15.4 0.1 60 52 1.86 1.84 92.5
P/C(10nm)/L 536 ± 2 17.1 0.3 90 78 2.93 1.89 114.8
P/C(20nm)/L 488 ± 4 47.3 1.2 85 68 3.19 1.98 117.5
P/C(50nm)/L 380 ± 2 41.6 3.0 45 40 5.31 3.82 182.6

 

TABLE III. Integrated area and Gaussian fitted parameters of switching current data in the 
positive volatge cycle for P/C(0–50nm)/L heterostructures. 

Gaussian Fitting Parameters Integral
Sample Area Center Width Height (≡ Switched

(≡ QS) (≈ Vc) (≈ ∆V) (JS max) Charge)
(x 10-5) (V) (V) (x 10-5) (x 10-5)

P/C(0nm)/L 2.69 1.26 0.44 4.89 3.23
P/C(10nm)/L 3.96 2.91 0.86 3.69 4.43
P/C(20nm)/L 3.32 3.62 0.79 3.36 3.78
P/C(50nm)/L 1.59 6.13 1.06 1.19 1.72

 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of a PZT/CFO/LSMO heterostructure. (b) XRD θ-2θ patterns for 
heterostructures with CFO thicknesses of 0 nm, 10 nm, and 50 nm (P/C(0nm)/L, P/C(10nm)/L, 
and P/C(50nm), respectively). (c) Representative XRD azimuthal (�) scans performed about the 
PZT (101), CFO (311) and LSMO (110) crystallographic planes. (d) Rocking curves performed 
about the PZT (001) crystallographic plane for P/C(0nm)/L and P/C(50nm)/L. AFM images of 
(e) LSMO in P/C(50nm)/L, (f)  PZT in P/C(0nm)/L, and (g) PZT in P/C(50nm)/L. 
 
FIG. 2. (a) Cross-sectional TEM image of P/C(20nm)/L. (b and c) HRTEM images of the PZT-
CFO and the CFO-LSMO interfaces in the regions marked by green and red boxes in (a). (d and 
e) SAED patterns near the CFO-LSMO and the PZT-CFO interfaces of P/C(20nm)/L 
heterostructure. The cubic unit cell is marked by a white box with an arrow pointing along the a-
axis. 
 
FIG 3. Asymmetric 2θ-ω XRD scans performed about the CFO (311) (left panel) and CFO (511) 
(right panel) crystallographic planes for (a, d) P/C(50nm)/L, (b, e) P/C(20nm)/L, and (c, f) 
P/C(10nm)/L heterostructures. CFO (311) and (511) planes were chosen to avoid contributions 
from underlying LSMO or overlying PZT layers. Unstrained bulk CFO peak positions are 
indicated by dashed lines.  
 
FIG 4. Symmetric θ-2θ XRD scans performed about the CFO (400) crystallographic plane for 
(a) P/C(50nm)/L, (b) P/C(20nm)/L, and (c)P/C(10nm)/L heterostructures. The unstrained bulk 
CFO (400) peak position is indicated by a dashed line. (d) Schematic diagram illustrating the 
tetragonal distortion of the fcc CFO bulk lattice (a = 0.839 nm) in the heterostructures. The in- 
and out-of plane lattice parameters were calculated from the asymmetric and symmetric XRD 
scans, respectively. 
 
FIG. 5. In-plane magnetic hysteresis M(H) loops at 300 K for P/C(0–50nm)/L heterostructures. 
Insets show the schematic diagram of the PZT/CFO/LSMO heterostructure and the enlarged low-
field M(H) curves. 
 
FIG. 6. In-plane and out-of-plane magnetic hysteresis loops at 300 K for (a) P/C(0nm)/L, (b) 
P/C(10nm)/L, (c) P/C(20nm)/L and (d) P/C(50nm). Insets show enlarged low-field M(H) curves 
and the relative orientation of the magnetic anisotropies in the CFO and LSMO layers as 
discussed in the text. 
 
FIG. 7. (a) Unipolar (+20 kOe → -20 kOe) transverse susceptibility ratio vs. magnetic field 
curves for P/C(10nm)/L and P/C(50nm)/L, with the magnetic field applied in-plane. (b) High 
resolution bipolar scan of the low-field region of P/C(10nm)/L. 
 
FIG 8. Polarization vs. applied voltage P(V) loops for (a) P/C(0nm)/L, (b) P/C(10nm)/L, (c) 
P/C(20nm)/L, and (d) P/C(50nm)/L, measured at applied voltages varying from 1 to 9 V at 1 
kHz. The capacitors geometry is illustrated in the insets to (a) and (c).  
 



FIG. 9. (a) Polarization hysteresis loops at 300 K for P/C(0–50nm)/L recorded at 1 kHz using an 
applied voltage of 9 V. (b) Leakage current vs. voltage JL(V). Inset: model sandwich capacitor 
used for the description of FE switching behavior. (c) Charging current vs. voltage JC(V). Inset: 
charging current and leakage densities in the positive voltage cycling for P/C(0nm)/L and 
P/C(10nm)/L heterostructures. (d) FE switching current densities vs. voltage JS(V), with a 
Gaussian fit (solid lines). Inset: voltage profile used during JC(V) measurements. 
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